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Auto-Blog Builder! Your Auto-Website Builder Add Hot, Fresh, Search Engine Optimized,

Keyword-Targeted Blog Content to Your Site Automatically! Build a Giant Website With Thousands of

Pages Instantly - All Real Content! No Spam Pages! Dear Friend, Auto-Post The Fresh, Relevant,

Keyword-Specific Content on Your Site Quickly & Easily! How would you like to automate the process of

adding the latest, hottest, freshest, most relevant keyword-specific content to your site quickly & easily?

Let me rephrase that... How would you like to have a auto-site builder that auto-generates thousands of

search-engine optimized, keyword-specific blog post pages on your website every day? Not only would

that make your site visitors happy - everyone loves new, fresh and relevant content, but something else

would also start visiting you much more frequently. Yes, I'm talking about search engines! Always adding

new content to newly generated pages on your website (automatically), encourages search engine

spiders to crawl your web pages more often and improve your web page listings/rankings. This in turn

translates to increased traffic potential. Increased traffic has other side benefits like boosting sales

through your shopping cart. The formula is a real winner: Fresh Content + Happy Visitors + Happy Search

Engines. The question is, how can you do that? The answer and solution is... Auto-Blog Builder, your

automatic website builder, created/invented by Kelvin Hui. What Is Auto-Blog Builder? Features &

Benefits! Auto-Blog Builder utilizes the latest technologies to feed your website with hot, fresh,

keyword-targeted, theme-related content and stories automatically, quickly and easily! Important Note:

You do not really need to know any technical information about blogs, RSS or any of the latest

technologies to use Auto-Blog Builder. Auto-Blog Builder considers several factors: 1. Unique content 2.

Optimal internal link structure 3. Optimal file size 4. Scalability Here's a list of Auto-News Builder features

and benefits: Generate thousands of keyword-targeted, theme-related content pages. Content is always

fresh and optimized. Auto-Blog Builder is your automatic website site builder. Build a giant website with
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10,000 pages instantly... all real content rather than spam pages. Auto-Blog Builder GENERATES new

pages every time and adds them to your site! It does not generate a fixed number of pages that keep

getting refreshed. What does this do? It increases your listings in search engines which translates to

increased traffic potential. Fetch niche blog content by entering targeted keywords related to your site

theme/topic/niche. You can also add RSS xml links manually. Just make sure you remove links of sites

that do not permit you to use their content, ok? Multilingual support! This hot feature alone is worth more

than the cost Auto-Blog Builder. Auto-build websites with multilingual content like: Spanish, German,

Italian, French, etc. to take advantage of the growing foreign PPC markets! Read This! "Search engine

marketing is heading for the commercial big time with analysts predicting that the sector will generate 1.4

billion of spending in Europe in 2005, a 65 per cent year-on-year increase." Source: Search engine

marketing takes off. Sector to enjoy 65 per cent boost this year, reports analyst. By Robert Jaques,

vnunet17 Mar 2005 (Sample site created using Auto-Blog Builder targeting a foreign market) Auto-Blog

Builder is a standalone software. No add on script or code is required! No need to use Blogger.com, Word

Press, Movable Type or ANY similar stuff in order to be able to use Auto-Blog Builder. Encourages More

Search Engine Spider Visits and Higher Search Engine Rankings! Auto-News Builder increases the

frequency of search engine spider visits to your website and improves your search engine ranking. Fully

Optimized Internal Link Structure for quick indexing by search engine spiders. The aim is to enhance

search engine spiders to crawl more of your web pages within a shorter visiting period of time. Well

Structured Categories for quick searching and optimisation. Categories are in alphabatical sorted order.

Administrator can also change category order as per need. Records are Well Arranged in either there

orignal publishing date or the date of fetching records. This dates can be opt when adding XML links.

Previous Posts are arranged in alphabatical order. Post from archives are also sorted in alphabatical

order now. Increase Your Affiliate Commissions and Google AdSense Earnings*! Easy ad management

system - you can customize the space with AdSense, banner ads or text ads Complete reference and

credit to content sources. Content sources are always quoted. Easy setup! Requires PHP and MySQL.

-------------------------------------------------------------- Download Your Auto-Blog Builder Now! You can have

Auto-Blog Builder up and running on your site in minutes! You can download your own copy of Auto-Blog

Builder right now for only $147. This is one-time payment, NO annual or monthly fees! Special Limited

Time Offer! For a limited time, you can get Auto-Blog Builder for only $7! That's an instant $140.00



discount. 100 Money Back Guarantee! Because we're so confident you're going to love Auto-Blog Builder,

we're willing to offer an ironclad, 100 money back guarantee. Click here to download your copy. Try it out

and put it to the test! If you aren't completely satisfied, simply contact us anytime within 90 days and we'll

refund all of your money. You'll be accessing the software in just a few minutes! To Your Success, P.S.

Remember my special introductory offer wont last long. Receive Auto-Blog Builder for just $7 before it is

too late! P.P.S. Also remember, that you are making this purchase at absolutely no risk. So grab this

special price while you can! If Auto-Blog Builder isnt everything you were expecting, simply notify me

within 90 days and I will refund your money immediately. -------------------------------------------------------------- *

Always ask for permission to use any website's content. Be it articles, blogs or RSS feeds. The best thing

to do is to tell that website that you wish to use their content (articles, blogs, RSS, etc.) and why you want

to do so (personal, commercial). **Auto-Blog Builder is the creation/invention of Kelvin Hui.
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